Your Premier Party Rental Company

1155 Route 9, Wappingers Falls, NY 845) 298-0011
1 Precision Road, Danbury, CT (203) 744-2295
Operating Instructions
Assembly Requirement:
Minimum of two people and a sledgehammer.
1.

Once your location is designated, take the tent out of the bag and layout complete with the valence of
the tent facing down. You must make sure that the area is free of electrical wires, pipes, and any
obstacles that might be underground.

2.

The sides of the tent will have one hole, one rope, and one stake. Each corner should have one hole,
two ropes, and two stakes—Hammer in a stake about 6 feet away from each hole in the canopy.

3.

Connect one long pole and one short pole and layout next to each stake. The center pole(s) will be two
long poles and one short pole. There is one center pole in a 20x20, two center poles in a 20x30, and
three center poles in a 20x40.

4.

Start in opposite corners. Insert side poles into pole holes in the canopy and raise them so that the
bottom of the poles slants toward the center of the canopy. (Approx. 45 degrees)

5.

Tighten the guy rope on the stake and continue with the corners and sides.

6.

Raise the three-piece center pole(s) and insert it into the center pole hole. Raise to the upright position
and tie the jump rope to a pole.

7.

Tighten guy ropes and then set side poles to the upright position. Adjust pole positions and guy rope
tension to stretch out the canopy properly. Protective covers are recommended for all stakes.

Dismantling:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Loosen all guy ropes.
Spread out a drop cloth if needed.
Disassemble all side poles put them in the bag according to size. Repeat this step for the center
pole(s).
Roll canopy up and put it back in the bag.
If you have any questions or concerns, be sure to contact us immediately.
845-298-0011 or 203-744-2295
Thank you for your business!
www.durantsparty.com

